Efficacy of lenvatinib in a patient with anaplastic thyroid cancer
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Summary

We experienced a case of an 82-year-old woman who presented to our hospital with a 1-month history of dysphagia and dyspnea. Cervical contrast-enhanced computed tomography revealed diffuse thyroid neoplasms causing significant tracheal stenosis with tumors, particularly of the superior mediastinum, which were associated with an embolism of the brachiocephalic vein and suspected invasion to the bilateral common carotid arteries. Anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) was diagnosed by fine-needle aspiration; thus, emergency tracheostomy and gastrostomy were performed. We made a definitive diagnosis of ATC (T4bN0M0 Stage IVB) and initiated continuous lenvatinib administration at 24 mg/day. Although several adverse events occurred, the tumor size reduced remarkably over a short period. However, the patient died from rupture of the common carotid artery 30 days after treatment initiation. Here, we report our experience with lenvatinib therapy for ATC and include a literature review.

Learning points:

- Lenvatinib is extremely effective for ATC.
- Lenvatinib has a much greater cytoreductive effect than traditional therapies, but it needs dose reduction or withdrawal because of treatment-related side effects.
- Lenvatinib may cause treatment-related carotid blowout syndrome, resulting in death for patients with invasion to the carotid artery.

Background

Most patients with anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) have a bulky neck tumor with cervicodynia, dyspnea, dysphagia, hoarseness and cough. More than 90% of patients have local infiltration to the great vessels around the trachea, esophagus and mediastinum. Distant metastasis occurs in 15–50% of patients (1). The disease-specific mortality is approximately 100%, the median survival time is 5 months and the 1-year survival rate of 20% is extremely poor (2). There have been few reported cases of resectable ATC in which a tumor is contained within the thyroid gland. Combined modality therapy is often used. Combined use of docetaxel, cisplatin, radiation and doxorubicin has been reported; however, the treatment led to poor outcomes; therefore, established treatments do not exist (3).

Recently, molecular-targeted drugs have become available, and the efficacy of ATC treatment has been expected to rise. The efficacy of lenvatinib to treat radioiodine-refractory TC was demonstrated in the SELECT study; however, the subjects had differentiated TC and poorly differentiated TC only (4). The 208 trials, which investigated the efficacy of lenvatinib to treat unresectable medullary TC and ATC along with radioiodine-refractory TC, demonstrated good results in Japan (5). Seventeen patients with ATC were enrolled. The median progression-free survival was 7.4 months, and the median overall
survival was 10.6 months. The objective response rate was 24% (4 cases); the disease control rate was 94% (16 cases) out of 17 total cases (complete response: 0 cases; partial response (PR): 4 cases; stable disease: 12 cases; and progressive disease, 1 case). There have not been any other results to which these results could be compared, and further studies need to be conducted.

In this case study, a short-term cytoreductive effect of lenvatinib on ATC was obtained; however, lenvatinib caused treatment-related carotid blowout syndrome (CBS), which resulted in death. We present this case of ATC as a reference that may provide guidance on lenvatinib treatment for future ATC cases.

Case presentation

The patient was an 82-year-old woman. She had a rapidly increasing neck tumor, dysphagia and dyspnea in May 2015 and consulted a medical institution in June where she had been diagnosed with a thyroid tumor. She was referred to the Kochi Health Sciences Center for detailed examinations and therapy because computed tomography (CT) revealed a diffuse large tumor around the trachea, and the examination of the larynx fiber revealed bilateral vocal cord paresis. The anamnesis revealed that the patient had high blood pressure and had taken amlodipine, but there was no specific description of her family history. Blood tests revealed that her white blood cell count had increased to 21270/µL; she had subclinical hypothyroidism (FT3, 2.40 pg/mL; FT4, 1.00 ng/dL; and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), 6.747 µIU/mL), and her antibody levels had all increased (Tg, 47.3 ng/mL; TgAb, 470 IU/mL; and TPOAb, 432 IU/mL). Neck ultrasound examination revealed a diffuse, large tumor with an irregular shape, indistinct border, low echoic nature and coarse calcification. ATC was strongly suspected. There was no clear invasion into the trachea, as viewed using a bronchoscope, or into the esophagus, as viewed using an esophagus endoscope; however, tracheal and esophageal stenosis caused by tumor compression from the outside was observed. The thyroid tumor was buried in the superior mediastinum and had caused tracheal stenosis and a gastrostomy to treat esophageal stenosis (Fig. 2). Considering that we recognized a tendency toward rapid tumor enlargement in the short term, weekly administration of paclitaxel with radiation therapy or lenvatinib therapy was considered as a treatment strategy. We did not choose chemoradiotherapy because wound biopsy cytology; she was diagnosed with ATC (T4bN0M0 Stage IVB).
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healing could be delayed due to radiation exposure just after the tracheostomy. Although delayed wound healing is a well-known side effect related to vascular endothelial growth factor receptor inhibitor administration, we considered the benefit of lenvatinib to be better than its side effect at that time and chose to initiate lenvatinib therapy. We initiated lenvatinib administration at dose 24 mg once a day on day 5 after hospitalization. Lenvatinib was delivered through a gastric tube because it was difficult for the patient to normally ingest the medication.

The response was objectively evaluated by medical imaging findings and the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors. Adverse events were evaluated using the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (version 4.0).

**Outcome and follow-up**

There was an obvious rapid reduction in the tumor size following lenvatinib administration each day. The effect was judged to be PR by contrast-enhanced CT on day 8 after lenvatinib administration compared with the disease status on the first day; however, there was no change in the tumor embolism, and further reduction was observed on day 29 (PR) (Fig. 3). There was no improvement in swallowing and salivary leakage around the site of tracheostomy, and the patient continued to need sustained suction; however, her dyspnea dramatically improved, and her ability to get out of bed and her performance status remained between 1 and 2.

We accepted Grade 3 hypertension, Grade 2 venous thrombosis, Grade 2 proteinuria, Grade 1 diarrhea and fatigue as adverse events. On day 22, we initiated LT4 (levo-thyroxine) administration at 25 µg/day, which was increased to 50 µg/day on day 29 because of increasing TSH. Furthermore, we administered angiotensin receptor II blocker for high blood pressure. We discontinued lenvatinib on days 24–29 and resumed administration with a reduced dose of 20 mg on day 30 because of the appearance of a side effect of more than Grade 2, such as hypertension, venous thrombosis and proteinuria; however, the patient died from massive bleeding from the right common artery.

**Discussion**

Lenvatinib is an oral, multi-targeted, tyrosine kinase inhibitor of the vascular endothelial growth factor receptors 1, 2 and 3; fibroblast growth factor receptors 1–4; platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha; and the RET and KIT signaling pathways (6, 7). The reported adverse events include hypertension, diarrhea, fatigue, decreased appetite, decreased weight, nausea, stomatitis, palmar–plantar erythrodysesthesia syndrome, proteinuria and vomiting. Prompt intervention is particularly required for hypertension because of the rapid deterioration of the patient after the administration of lenvatinib for a few days (4). In our case, we experienced CBS, which has not been reported to date. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case reported to examine lenvatinib activity in a patient with ATC and to demonstrate carotid common artery rupture as an adverse event.

We observed the foramen of the ruptured right common carotid artery, and pathological analysis of a specimen obtained from the site revealed a strong inflammatory cell permeation and partial necrosis (Fig. 4). The tumor itself, which invaded the common carotid artery, was necrotized by the effect of lenvatinib, and an artery wall had become weak and was near failure.

**Figure 3**
The change in cervical contrast-enhanced CT findings after lenvatinib administration. The tumor occupied the superior mediastinum on the 1st day (A). The tumor was moderately reduced, but air appeared in the ventral aspect of the tumor, and thrombosis was observed in the left axillary vein on the 8th day (solid line) (B). The tumor was further reduced (partial response), but air had spread around the right common carotid artery by the 29th day (dotted line) (C and D).

**Figure 4**
Histopathological examination of the ruptured artery showing strong permeation of inflammatory cells and partial necrosis of the arterial wall. (A) H&E stain ×4 and (B) H&E stain ×40.
It was very likely that the infection caused by saliva that was aspirated and flowed into the tracheostomy area had promoted delayed wound healing, tissue necrosis and blood vessel permeation around the common carotid artery. Contrast-enhanced CT performed on the day before bleeding revealed that the common carotid artery was exposed to the necrotic part of the tumor; therefore, we may have been able to predict the occurrence of bleeding from these observations. Lenvatinib is extremely effective for ATC, but when the invasion of the neighboring great vessels in particular is suspected, we confirm the antitumor effects by assessing the adverse events, performing physical examinations, and studying images, such as those from CT, and appropriate reduction and withdrawal of antitumor effects are essential measures of efficacy. Discontinuation of treatment with lenvatinib will help cover the peritumoral dead space by allowing the tumor to re-grow, thereby preventing the occurrence of CBS in patients with ATC, and resumption of the treatment will reduce tumor size; this cycle is continued for an appropriate period of time, and even if the dose of lenvatinib is small, continuation of administration is recommended for as long as possible. In this case, the speed of shrinking was extremely high; therefore, to confirm the change in the tumor size, only CT that is performed every 2 or 3 weeks can objectively evaluate treatment progress. However, because of the increased radiation exposure from frequent CT scans, the evaluation method should be reviewed from the standpoint of the patient’s safety.

To date, we have used combined therapy, such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy, to treat ATC; however, the benefits have appeared to be limited. We expected improved efficacy for lenvatinib and used it for ATC in this case. We observed a much greater cytoreductive effect than expected, and the effect may have been extremely strong; therefore, the dose of 24 mg/day might be extremely high for Japanese patients. However, we have no evidence suggesting that doses <24 mg/day are efficacious; hence, we continue to administer 24 mg/day at present.

Although the administration of molecular-targeted drugs just after tracheostomy was considered to be a special situation for ATC in this case, it is not normal. Delayed wound healing following treatment with lenvatinib has been reported to be an adverse event because of its anti-angiogenic effect, and discontinuation before surgical management has been recommended, but this recommendation was based only on the assessment of the general status of patients after surgical management. We should have investigated methods with various delays in initiating administration after tracheostomy or methods involving dose withdrawal.

CBS is a life-threatening complication of head and neck cancer, and infection complicates its management. Traditional surgical ligation is effective for preventing hemorrhage but frequently leads to a high risk of cerebral complications. Currently, endovascular embolization and stent placement have become the dominant therapeutic strategies (8, 9). Although the long-term safety, stent patency and hemostasis permanency appear to be unfavorable, it is the only useful method for patients with ATC who are close to developing CBS. Further research is required in the areas of tracheostomy and parenteral administration, adaptation, dose and route of administration of lenvatinib in typical cases of ATC, such as large vascular invasion.

The occurrence of ATC is extremely rare; thus, conducting large-scale studies in a single institution is impossible. Therefore, it would be useful for institutions to cooperate in sharing information, accumulating cases and developing appropriate protocols. We expect that lenvatinib will become an effective therapy for ATC, for which there is no established therapy currently.
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